Postcard Project!

take a few minutes and write--to persuade, remind, promote a position, call attention to an issue you care about...........

What you can do........

- write personal postcards to voters, candidates, office-holders, organizations you wish to encourage or influence
- use your own messages or participate in a messaging campaign organized by HCAMN or other group—newsletters, etc.
- for HCAMN, use postcards supplied with logo and website
- you supply your time, postcard stamps—35 cents each, and your creativity and commitment to a cause—numbers matter
- get out the vote, ask candidates to support real health care payment reform—stress this as important for their vote
- don’t forget to send positive messages and thanks for support
- remember your own personal network, neighbors, co-workers
- postcards can be used for advocacy—watch for alerts
- additional ideas: Indivisible Postcard Campaign, Pinterest, SCVWA postcard writers team initiative
- state legislation: SF219/HF358; federal H.R. 676/S. 1804